1. The detailing for Offices shall be taken from the detailed plans.
2. The detailing for circulation shall be taken from the detailed plans.
3. The detailing for storage shall be taken from the detailed plans.
4. The detailing for recycling shall be taken from the detailed plans.

Key:
- Offices
- Circulation
- Storage
- Recycling

Notice:
- Discrepancies in details between the assembly drawings and the Base line Garages shall be brought to the attention of the Architects for resolution.
- Where discrepancies exist between the Base line Garages and the Base line Garages with resolution, the Base line Garages with resolution shall take precedence.
- The Contractor must ensure that all dimensions are found between dimension strings.
- All dimensions are taken from the Base line Garages with resolution.
- This drawing is copyrighted by Studio E LLP.
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